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Questions and Answers
Question
A year ago this month during a
DHA Industry Day, the
Integrated Referral Management
and Appointment Center
(IRMAC) was presented as a
near-term acquisition with a
projected start date of MarchApril 2019. What is the updated
forecast for this opportunity, and
is it still projected to be an
unrestricted solicitation?

In Fall 2018, it was stated, that
there would be a build out for an
operational medicine
configuration in Theater,
however the 2020 President’s
budget seems to indicate
otherwise; What is the future
plan for operational medicine,
will TMIP be continually
enhanced to meet operational
medicines joint mission
requirements?
Will there be a new contract
created to support the training of
MHS Genesis? If so, can we
expect the training footprint to
increase to align with the MHS
Genesis implementation?

DHA has recently released an
RFP for a BPA to support I&O,
AACE and the Business Office.
Is it your acquisition strategy to
create a similar BPA for SDD? If
so in what timeframe and what is
the scope of services?

Answer
Presently, the projected
start date for the IRMAC
MSS Task Order is April,
2020. As an MSS Task
Order, the requirement will
not give rise to an
unrestricted solicitation
where MSS is a MATO
vehicle set-aside for small
business. Further, this
office has never
represented that the
requirement would give
rise to an unrestricted
solicitation.
The JOMIS Program
Office is updating its
acquisition strategy to
focus on a more modern,
iterative strategy. As the
strategy matures,
additional information will
be made available about
plans for replacing or
modernizing legacy
systems.
There are no plans at this
time to release additional
training contracts. The
DHMSM Program Office
continues to monitor and
revise its deployment
requirements as additional
Waves Go Live, and will
provide updated
information as it becomes
available.
There is not enough
information to properly
respond to the question.
Additionally, the question
is outside of the material
that was presented at
Industry Day.
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What is the status of contract
HT001517F0061 awarded to
Systems Plus for Legacy CIS
Trainers. Will that contract be
re-competed and if so, when and
under what contract Vehicle?
Will the J6 Project &
Engineering Management
contract will be awarded as an
LPTA?

If the DHA does release an RFP
for a BPA to support SDD,
would the DHA Capacity
Services Program Management
Support requirement be fulfilled
under that BPA?
At the DoD/VA Health IT
Summit, COL Beavers briefed a
$40B BPA for the J-6. Can you
please elaborate on a timeline,
size standard, and scope of work,
single award or multi award,
incumbents and existing and/or
future task orders that will be
competed; is this a follow-on to a
previously expired DHA IDIQ(s)
(TEAMS, D/SIDDOMS,
TAARMS)?
The DHA Wounded Warrior
Care Program Support
acquisition was canceled during
source selection in April 2018.
There have been no notices
posted since the cancellation on
the subsequent procurement
plans. What is the updated
forecast for this opportunity and
who is the assigned contract
officer so that prospective
offerors can remain updated and
informed?"

A contract was awarded
recently.

There is not enough
information to properly
respond to the question.
Additionally, the question
is outside of the material
that was presented at
Industry Day.
No plans for a BPA for a
capacity services program
management contract at
this time

There is not enough
information to properly
respond to the question.
Additionally, the question
is outside of the material
that was presented at
Industry Day.

The Government is
working on defining the
Requirement and has not
identified a timeframe for
release. Please monitor
FBO, as well as GSA and
OASIS for information
related to the requirement

